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LOGLINE
Babyteeth is a heartbreaking comedy about how good it is not to be dead yet and how
far we will go for love.

SYNOPSIS
When seriously ill teenager Milla falls madly in love with smalltime drug dealer Moses,
it’s her parents’ worst nightmare. But as Milla’s first brush with love brings her a new
lust for life, things get messy and traditional morals go out the window. Milla soon
shows everyone in her orbit - her parents, Moses, a sensitive music teacher, a budding
child violinist, and a disarmingly honest, pregnant neighbour - how to live like you have
nothing to lose. What might have been a disaster for the Finlay family instead leads to
letting go and finding grace in the glorious chaos of life. Babyteeth joyously explores
how good it is not to be dead yet and how far we will go for love.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
My ambition with Babyteeth was to find a
cinematic language to match the peculiar tone
of irreverence and sentiment in Rita Kalnejais’
whip smart script. I was inspired by the challenge
of harmonising this duality of humour and
pain in every frame of the film. There could be
nothing tentative in my approach in order to
authentically represent our protagonist Milla,
who at 15 is at the precipice of feeling more alive
than she’s ever felt, yet abruptly facing her own
mortality. The film language involves stylised
disruptions through text, music and breaking
the fourth wall which allow us to shift and move
at Milla’s accelerated pace. She falls in love
with Moses, who she sees as an opportunity to
push boundaries in an extreme way. As we dig
deeper into Milla’s parents lives we uncover the
dysfunction and complicated tensions that exist
as this family face their worst nightmare. They
are stripped back to their rawest forms. I hope
audiences have a visceral experience watching
Babyteeth, one they feel deep in their bones that
allows them to ache for and celebrate their own
relationships.

GENESIS OF THE FILM
Babyteeth is based on a play by Australian playwright and actress Rita Kalnejais, first performed
to a sell out season at the Belvoir Street Theatre in Sydney in 2012. On the show’s opening night,
producer Alex White and executive producer Jan Chapman were both in attendance, and the notion
that the play would make for a great film was instantaneous. White was working for Chapman
at the time and they made a beeline for each other immediately after the curtains closed, both
agreeing that this was the project they had been looking for. Very shortly after, they optioned the
work and began working with Kalnejais to develop it into a screenplay.
“When I first saw the play, I was completely besotted by its irreverence and the tone of the
piece,” said White. “It’s a tough subject matter but the way it was handled was very delicate and
humorous. It allows people to laugh at the unconventional aspects of life and to embrace love in
all its forms.”
White goes on to explain why this tone would lend itself well to film, saying “What compelled
us to adapt Babyteeth from stage to screen was Rita’s writing. The play itself felt extremely
cinematic. The first conversations (with Rita) were about how she could open the world up into a
screenplay. It was exciting and fresh and so original because she’s so unique. I think she wanted
more for those characters. She was extremely happy with the play but there was more life in them
to give. It was just really exciting to start talking about the possibilities.”
Kalnejais echoes White’s sentiments - expanding on what she was exploring in the play was an
invigorating prospect. “I think that with plays like this it’s like you are exploring a question. One
that you’re probably not likely to answer, but something that’s going to kind of excite you. So, my
question at the time was, ‘How do you love like you’ve got nothing to lose?’ The play came out of
that, and then it was lucky that it was such a big question, because it continued to resonate in
the development of the film”
The decision to keep Kalnejais on for the screenplay was an easy one. “Often writers don’t adapt
their own screenplays, but I don’t think we even thought of anyone else doing it,” said Chapman.
“Rita had a real knack. Her story is about families and the way we navigate the lives we live every
day. This film helps you understand how we all behave towards each other. The ridiculous things

we do. The things that contradict what we think we’re going to do. The humour in small situations
and the pain.”
Charged with helming the exploration of how we interact with each other, was director Shannon
Murphy. First approached by White and Chapman with the story, this would be Murphy’s first
feature.
“The film was pretty well developed by the time we started thinking about Shannon,” explains
Chapman. “She had made a number of short films and a lot of theatre and had recently directed
On The Ropes (for SBS Television) which I thought was incredibly vibrant. She joined the team very
easily. It was an all-female team then - myself, Alex, Rita and then Shannon. Shannon seemed
to have a lot of energy, an understanding of the film, of what it could be like and fitted in very
easily to it.”
From her career in the theatre world, Murphy was drawn to Kalnejais’ work already. The script
further clinched this, Murphy says: “When I first read it, I was incredibly moved by the story but
also intrigued by the dynamics between the family members and the people outside the main
core family that infiltrate into their lives. I thought the tone of the piece was very unique and
challenging and so I wanted to take on that challenge.”
That tone, described as a heartbreaking comedy, is articulated by Kalnejais as “A family drama
that’s funny until it’s really not funny. At every step it looks like everyone’s making the worst
possible decisions, but they’re perfect and are pure grace for this family.”
The family at the center - the Finlays - are holding tightly to each other at the beginning of the
film. “When we first meet the Finlay family, they seem like quite a normal family, trying to cope
in their own way on their own journey with their daughter’s recent diagnosis,” explains Murphy.
“As we dig deeper into the layers of what’s going on, we realise there’s actually been quite a lot
of complicated tensions that have been happening, even prior to this.” For Murphy, Babyteeth has
been an incredibly rewarding project. “I have loved every minute of directing this film with our
glorious cast and dedicated crew,” she says.

THE LOCATIONS

PRODUCTION AND COSTUME DESIGN

The film was shot on location in Sydney, but the filmmakers didn’t want to showcase stereotypical Sydney images
and instead captured the essence of the city.

Production and costume design intertwined, especially when it came to considerations around time, with director
Shannon Murphy, production designer Sherree Philips and wardrobe designer Amelia Gebler talking at length about how
they wanted the film to feel modern, but not rooted in a particular year. They avoided using a lot of phones because they
didn’t want technology, an indicator of time, to pin the story down. They also endeavoured to pick locations and design
elements that were generationally accessible for the audience.

With such a large portion of the film being set in the Finlay household, finding the right home was important. The
process of finding the house, located in St Ives, was a surprisingly quick process, with White saying “We basically
saw one house, fell in love with it and worked in it for the majority of the shoot. It had to feel like a space that these
people have lived in and loved for a long time. The woman who owned the house built it and raised her children there,
so it already came with a lot of those feelings.”
This space was a perfect fit for the character of Milla and the feelings she was having at the time. Director Shannon
Murphy explains, “What I loved about the house is that it had a glass courtyard, which was very much prominent in
all the shots in the house. It’s impossible to get away from the glass. We talked a lot about how Milla feels like a
bird trapped in this atrium. Even though inside it feels warm and inviting and like a place where you would want to
be - she was busting to get out of that space and so that’s what that house offered us.
Like the Finlay home, the home of Gidon -found in a community housing block in La Perouse - helped inform the
characters. “Gidon” is Milla’s music teacher and she goes there to learn about music but it’s also very much Gidon’s
‘School of Life,’ where he offers so much more to students than just a lesson in violin,” explains Murphy. “Both Milla
and Anna have often come to Gidon as their oracle, who is able to tell them exactly what place they’re in or what they
need, before they are even able to assess that for themselves.
“There was an incredible coziness in the design of Gidon’s house and so much detail was added to allude to his past
life, all the things that he collected. He opened up Milla’s world to a much larger demographic than the safety of the
small existence she has in her glass boxed home,” said Murphy. For Milla and Moses’ big night out, the filmmakers
utilised places they themselves loved as well as drawing on experiences they had.
“It’s like so many great nights out that are long and rambling. You go from one place to another and you don’t know
where you are going to end up, “says Murphy. “I talked a lot with our designer Sherree Philips about creating a party
that was more of an art school party, where no matter what room you walked into you weren’t quite sure what to
expect. We created space for this interaction between Milla and a performance artist on the night out, which becomes
transformative for her.”

CASTING

“We really wanted to honour the fact that these days, the younger kids are all wearing vintage clothing or replica styles”
said Murphy. “We paid a lot of attention to that and picked spaces that could be accessed by any generation that was
watching the film because it’s very much a film about a young girl’s memory and in many ways it’s a story that Milla could
be telling from the past and from the future.”

HAIR AND MAKEUP
Hair and makeup play a pivotal role in Milla’s illness. “I’ve worked with Angela Conte (hair and makeup designer) before and we
always talk about aiming for bold looks. I really like to push what we can get away with in terms of visually exploring character.”
Conte and Murphy felt it was essential that actress Eliza Scanlen shave her head to play Milla, a requirement that was made clear
to all the young actresses that auditioned for the role.
Said Murphy, “I’m all about raw, authentic performances. We do the same with the lighting and camera work. It would have been
impossible to do it any other way and luckily, Eliza felt the same way. She felt strongly that it was essential for her to feel what
Milla was feeling and to be able to lose her hair and shed that part of herself that so many of us hold on to and understand what
that means - to see yourself so drastically changed by what is happening.”
Scanlen concurs her commitment to it saying, “I knew that this was a really special film and if I got the role, I would have to do
it. I don’t think I would have had permission to tell this story if I didn’t shave my head. I think it’s a very emotionally intense part
of the chemotherapy process.” Scanlen found being in public was confronting and, in the end, necessary for her to empathise
with her character.

CINEMATOGRAPHY

Rising stars Eliza Scanlen (Sharp Objects, Little Women) and Toby Wallace (Romper Stomper, Acute Misfortune)
joined acclaimed actors Essie Davis (Game of Thrones, The Babadook) and Ben Mendelsohn (Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story, ANIMAL KINGDOM) as the lead cast in Babyteeth.

For Babyteeth, director Shannon Murphy expressed how fortunate she was to work with Andy Commis, a
cinematographer she had admired for a very long time. Says Murphy, “Andy and I talked a lot about how he wanted
to shoot this, and we knew that we wanted to give ourselves the freedom in the performances to capture the energy
of Milla and Moses.”

Producer Alex White said, “It’s been a true joy to watch our incredible cast bring this story to life. Eliza Scanlen and
Toby Wallace give breakout performances alongside the electrifying duo of Essie Davis and Ben Mendelsohn, who
returned home to make this film with us.”

They decided to use hand-held in order for the camera to be a participant of the family dynamic, not just an observer.
Murphy continues, “We were often inspired by some of our favourite films like A Woman Under the Influence and
Breaking the waves, two films where the camera work is incredibly authentic and vibrant, and you really feel like you
are in those scenarios with those characters.”

BIOGRAPHIES
SHANNON MURPHY – Director
Raised in Hong Kong, Singapore, Africa and Australia, Shannon Murphy
is an award-winning theatre director and deviser. In 2007, she attended
the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) and has since been named
the most influential graduate of the decade by Sydney Magazine. Her
work reflects her willingness to lay down the blueprint of new territories
rather than simply follow what is already established.
Shannon has directed Australian productions for the Sydney Theatre
Company, Belvoir St Theatre, Griffin Theatre Company, The Darlinghurst
Theatre, The Ensemble, The Seymour Centre and The Old Fitzroy
Theatre. Internationally she directed The One-Eyed Man is King for
the Schaubühne in Berlin. Her immersive interpretation of Gluck’s
chamber opera Orfeo ed Eurydice, staged at the Art Gallery of New
South Wales, headlined the 2016 Spectrum Now Festival. Shannon
won a Sydney Theatre Award for the Australian premiere of My Name Is
Rachel Corrie. She is a recipient of the Mike Walsh Fellowship and the
Instyle and Audi Women of Style Scholarship. Shannon graduated from
the Australian Film Television and Radi school (AFTRS) in 2013 with a
graduate Diploma in Directing. Her graduating short film, Kharisma,
has screened at festivals including Cannes, Toronto International
Film Festival, Palm Springs, Flickerfest, and Berlin Interfilm and was
nominated for an AACTA Award in the Social Shorts Comedy category.
Her latest short film, Eaglehawk, was selected for the Dendy Awards at
the 2016 Sydney Film Festival and for the Melbourne International Film
Festival 2016. Most recently Shannon has directed smash hit Australian
series Rake, Love Child, Offspring and Sisters. Shannon was nominated
for an Australian Director’s Guild award for her role as the sole director
of the Lingo/SBS four-part miniseries On The Ropes.

ALEX WHITE - Producer

RITA KALNEJAIS - Writer

ALEX WHITE is a multi award winning short film producer and founder of Whitefalk Films. In
2014 Alex produced Florence Has Left The Building with writer/director Mirrah Foulkes which was
awarded the 2015 Australian Academy of Cinema & Television Arts (AACTA) Award for Best Short
Fiction Film. Her other film credits include Trespass also with writer/director Mirrah Foulkes which
won the prize for Best Australian Short Film at the 2016 Melbourne International Film Festival
and is had its International Premiere at the Toronto International Film Festival and Measuring the
Jump which is loosely based on a short story by the American author Dave Eggers with writer/
director Eden Falk.

Rita Kalnejais is a Victorian College of Arts graduate who has worked extensively as an actor at
Belvoir, Griffin, Malthouse and Sydney Theatre Companies.

Since 2009 Alex has worked with producer Jan Chapman at her development company Waking
Dream Productions and in 2015 they were the recipients of Screen Australia’s Enterprise
People funding. Alex was also the Associate Producer on Simon Stone’s debut feature film The
Daughter. Babyteeth marks the debut feature for Whitefalk Films which is dedicated to the
creation of unique, high quality stories.

JAN CHAPMAN AO – Executive Producer
Jan Chapman has produced some of Australia’s most critically successful and popular films including Academy Award winner The Piano, Palme d’Or nominated Bright Star and AFI Best Film
winner Lantana. Jan’s most recent production (with Nicole O’Donohue) was The Daughter written
and directed by Simon Stone. The film premiered in competition at the 2015 Sydney Film Festival
and was selected to screen at the Venice, Toronto and London International film festivals. It was
released in Australia in 2016.
Jan has supported and nurtured the careers of some of Australia’s most talented filmmakers
and was the executive producer on Somersault, Suburban Mayhem, Griff the Invisible and The
Babadook. Her films have won many awards including co-recipient of the Palme d’Or at Cannes
(The Piano, 1993), three Academy Awards (The Piano, 1994), Camera d’Or at Cannes (Love Serenade,
1996), over 38 Australian Film Institute/AACTA Awards, and have had numerous screenings and
honours across the globe at the world’s top film festivals including Venice, Toronto, Berlin and
Cannes. In 2004, Jan was honoured for her outstanding contribution to the Australian film industry
as the recipient of the Order of Australia.

Her first play, B.C. was directed by Simon Stone and was nominated for Best New Australian Play
in the 2009 Greenroom Awards. Her short plays, Whistling in Bed and How To Get Very Clean were
performed at Sydney Theatre Company in 2011. Whistling was later presented by Caryl Churchill
at Theatre 503, London. In 2012, Rita’s play Babyteeth premiered at Belvoir St Theatre and was
subsequently produced by the State Theatre Company of South Australia in 2013. She was
resident playwright at Sydney Theatre Company in 2011 and at Soho Theatre, London in 2014/2015
where First Love is the Revolution enjoyed a popular season. It has since been produced by Steep
Theatre in Chicago, Apollinaire Theatre in Boston and has a season at Griffin Theatre in Sydney in
December 2019. This Beautiful Future had two sellout seasons at the Yard Theatre in 2017. It was
listed in the top ten critics’ choices for 2017 in The Guardian UK.
In the TV world, Rita has written an episode of The Spanish Princess (based on Philippa Gregory’s
novel) with Emma Frost and Matthew Graham for New Pictures / Starz, to be shot in July 2019
and is attached to write an episode of Dangerous Liaisons with Harriet Warner (Starz/ Playground
Entertainment).
In film, Rita is currently writing an existential sci fi with Sebastian Lelio (Film Nation) for him
to direct; Cook Sisters about a pair of opera-obsessed sisters who became activists at the start
of WWII (BBC Film and House Productions); and an adaptation of young adult novel Under Rose
Tainted Skies for Stephen Garrett’s company Character7. She is also working with director Cate
Shortland on Young Romantics with See-Saw Films and Porchlight Films, and wrote Surge for
director Aneil Karia, to be produced in 2019 by Rooks Nest and BBC Film. Surge was at the top of
the Britlist in 2018.

ELIZA SCANLEN – Milla Finlay
Australian actress, Eliza Scanlen, previously starred as ‘Amma Crellin’ opposite Amy Adams and
Patricia Clarkson in the HBO’s drama series, Sharp Objects. Based off of the novel written by
Gillian Flynn of the same name, the story centers on reporter Camille Preaker (Adams), fresh
from a psychiatric hospital, who must return to her hometown to uncover the murders of two
preteen girls. Directed by Jean-Marc Vallée and written by Marti Noxon, the eight-episode, limited
series premiered on July 8, 2018. After receiving critical praise, the series has subsequently been
nominated for a Golden Globes Award for Best Television Limited Series or Motion Picture Made
for Television and a Critics’ Choice Award for Best Limited Series.
In December 2017, Scanlen was included as one of The Hollywood Reporter’s 10 Rising Television
Stars slated to break out in 2018 for her up-and-coming role as ‘Amma.’ Additionally, in November
2018, Scanlen was included as one of The Hollywood Reporter’s Next Generation Talent for her
standout role in Sharp Objects.
In film, Scanlen can next be seen as ‘Elizabeth “Beth” March,’ in Director Greta Gerwig’s upcoming
drama, Little Women, in which she will star opposite Meryl Streep, Timothée Chalamet, Saoirse
Ronan, Emma Watson and Florence Pugh. Adapted from the Louisa May Alcott classic novel of
the same name, the coming-of-age feature centers on four sisters during the Civil War-era in
Massachusetts, after leaving their family home.
She just wrapped production on Antonio Campos’ adaptation of The Devil All the Time, which
Netflix officially acquired, and the cast also includes Tom Holland, Chris Evans, Mia Wasikowska,
Bill Skarsgard, and Robert Pattinson. Also, this year, she shot the Australian bittersweet comedy
Babyteeth opposite Ben Mendelsohn and Essie Davis.
In July 2019, Scanlen will make her main stage debut in the Sydney Theatre Company’s adaptation
of Lord of the Flies alongside Mia Wasikowska.
Scanlen currently resides in Sydney, Australia.

TOBY WALLACE – Moses
Continuing an exciting run of projects, Toby plays the key role of Moses in the upcoming feature
film Babyteeth – an adaptation of the hit Belvoir Theatre play by Rita Kalnejais – alongside
extraordinary company in Ben Mendelsohn, Essie Davies and Eliza Scanlen. He also recently made
his US television debut playing Campbell in the popular Netflix YA drama series, The Society.
Toby played the lead role in feature film Acute Misfortune, from director Thomas M. Wright, which
premiered at MIFF and will have a US festival run this year. He received fantastic reviews for his
work on Stan’s 2018 miniseries Romper Stomper, based on the original film by writer-director
Geoffrey Wright.
Toby starred in two AACTA-nominated short fiction films in 2018: Nursery Rhyme, which won the
Dendy Live Action Short Award for Best Director at the 2018 Sydney Film Festival, and Tangles and
Knots. He also appeared in virtual reality short film Dream Channel, from Cobbstar Productions.
In 2016, Toby played the lead in Nicholas Verso’s coming-of-age feature Boys in the Trees, which
premiered at both the Venice and Toronto International Film Festivals.
Other film credits include the adaptation of Tim Winton’s book The Turning: Cockleshell (directed
by Tony Ayres); Galore, from director Rhys Graham, which premiered at the Berlin International
Film Festival; and Return to Nim’s Island, opposite Bindi Irwin.
In his professional debut in Kriv Stenders’ Lucky Country (aka Dark Frontier), Toby was honoured
with an Australian Film Institute Award Nomination for Best Young Actor, at only 13 years old.
Other credits include the young Michael Hutchence in the INXS miniseries Never Tear Us Apart;
Surviving Georgia, It’s A Date, The Man that Got Away and several short films including The Last
Time I Saw Richard, which was one of the Dendy Short Film Finalists in 2013.
Originally from the UK, Toby emigrated to Australia as a child. His professional stage debut was
in Opera Australia’s production of Capuletti and in 2016 he performed in the Melbourne Theatre
Company’s production of Skylight.

ESSIE DAVIS – Anna Finlay
Multi-award-winning Essie Davis is known for her versatility, from her ‘unforgettable’ performance in The Babadook,
to her key role of ‘Lady Crane’ in series six of the HBO phenomenon Game Of Thrones and her much-loved turn as
‘Phyrne Fisher’ in ABC’s Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries (Indiewire).
She has recently completed filming on the heartbreaking comedy Babyteeth, starring opposite Ben Mendelsohn as
well as True History Of The Kelly Gang alongside Russell Crowe, Nicholas Hoult and George MacKay, based on Peter
Carey’s novel telling the story of Australian bush-ranger Ned Kelly and his gang as they flee from authorities during
the 1870s. Essie has also recently finished filming on the feature Miss Fisher & The Crypt Of Tears which will be due
for release later this year.
Prior to this, she completed filming the landmark event drama series Lambs Of God for Foxtel Studios Australia. A
dark, gothic tale adapted from the novel by Marele Day, which is due for release later this year. The story tells of three
nuns, each a generation apart, living in an isolated convent by the coast when an unwelcome visitor enters their lives
and changes their world forever. Essie stars alongside Ann Dowd and Jessica Barden.
For film, Essie was highlighted by TIME magazine as an Academy Awards contender and in their top ten performances
of the year for her performance in The Babadook. She was nominated for multiple awards such as the AACTA Award for
Best Actress in a Leading Role and an AACTA International Award for Best Actress. Her further film roles include Baz
Luhrmann’s Australia alongside Nicole Kidman and Hugh Jackman, The Matrix Reloaded and The Matrix Revolutions,
Girl With A Pearl Earring, Burning Man and Legends Of The Guardians, Assassin’s Creed and Mindhorn alongside
Andrea Riseborough and Julian Barret.
For television, Essie is best known for her internationally loved and hugely popular title role in ABC’s Miss Fisher’s
Murder Mysteries. Her performance in the first series earned her an AACTA Award nomination for Best Lead Actress in
a Television Drama and by the second series she earned Silver and Gold Logie nominations. Essie’s further vast and
varied credits include the leading role opposite Bryan Cranston, in Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams, a co-production
between Channel 4 and Amazon Prime, based on short stories by the award-winning novelist. She also took on the key
role of ‘Dowager Queen Elizabeth’ in the Starz historical mini-series The White Princess, following on from the hugely
successful The White Queen, the series based on the acclaimed novel by Philippa Gregory. She was also seen in The
Last Post for the BBC directed by BAFTA winner Peter Moffatt, Australian ABC’s The Slap, Showtime’s Cloudstreet,
Sweeney Todd for the BBC, The Silence and the BBC television movie A Poet In New York.
Essie is also an established stage actress. In 2003 she won the Laurence Olivier Award for her performance in the
Tennessee Williams play A Streetcar Named Desire at the National Theatre London and in 2004 she starred in a
National Theatre, West End and Broadway production of Tom Stoppard’s Jumpers, for which she earned a Tony Award
nomination. For the Sydney Theatre Company, she starred in Tot Mom directed by Steven Soderbergh, The Cripple Of
Inishmaan, The School For Scandal and the Melbourne Theater Company’s Cat On A Hot Tin Roof which earned her a
nomination for a Green Room Award for Best Female Performer. She has also appeared in multiple productions for the
State Theater Company of South Australia and the Bell Shakespeare Company.

BEN MENDELSOHN – Henry Finlay
Ben Mendelsohn is a critically acclaimed and award-winning actor who won the Emmy in 2016 as Best Supporting Actor
for his role in the Netflix series Bloodline. He was also nominated for a Golden Globe and Critics Choice award for his role
in the first season.
In 2010, Ben starred opposite Guy Pearce in David Michôd’s highly acclaimed feature Animal Kingdom (winner of the
Sundance Film Festival World Cinema Jury Prize). His performance in the film earned him both of Australia’s top awards
- an AFI Award and an IF Award for Best Lead Actor. He was also given the 2013 British Independent Film Award for his
performance David Mackenzie’s Starred Up.
Following his lauded performance in Animal Kingdom, he landed three starring roles in coveted films: Christopher Nolan’s
The Dark Knight Rises opposite Christian Bale and Anne Hathaway, Derek Gianfrance’s The Place Beyond the Pines with
Ryan Gosling and Bradley Cooper and, Andrew Dominik’s Killing Them Softly, opposite Brad Pitt.
His other work includes Rachel Ward’s feature debut Beautiful Kate alongside Rachel Griffiths (for which he received an
AFI Award nomination for Best Lead Actor), David Caesar’s Prime Mover, Alex Proyas’ Knowing starring Nicolas Cage and
Rose Byrne, Baz Luhrmann’s Australia, Scott’s Exodus: Gods and Kings, and Slow West co-starring Michael Fassbender and
in Ryan Gosling’s directorial debut Lost River.
In 2015, Mendelsohn co-starred opposite Ryan Reynolds in the A24 film Mississippi Grind for which he received a
nomination as Best Lead Actor from Film Independent.
In 2017, he starred opposite Rooney Mara in the Benedict Andrews directed Una based on the Broadway play Blackbird
and was recently seen as Director Orson Krennic in Stars Wars: Rogue One. He also co-starred opposite Gary Oldman
in the Joe Wright directed feature The Darkest Hour for Focus Features. Additional credits include the recently released
Captain Marvel, the Steven Spielberg directed Ready Player One, the Netflix film Land of Steady Habits and a role in the
upcoming feature The King.
Mendelsohn is currently starring and producing the upcoming HBO series The Outsider, based on the Stephen King novel
which is scheduled to air in the Fall of 2019.
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